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SUMMARY
Leakage current monitoring is a commonly employed tool for the investigation of HV
insulators’ performance. Several techniques have been applied on in order to extract activity
indicating information from leakage current waveforms. However, a fully representative value
is yet to be defined. A recent approach to cope with this problem is to classify waveforms
using a feature set comprising from commonly used values from time and frequency domain,
and different feature selection and pattern recognition algorithms for the classification. In this
paper, Genetic Algorithms are employed to perform both feature selection and classification.
Eleven features were selected (out of the original twenty) and the accuracy achieved ranged
from 82.2% to 88.48%, which is a considerable increase compared to earlier GA classification
with no feature selection. Results are also compared to other feature selection and
classification techniques that were previously applied to the same data set. Results emphasize
the importance of feature selection and showed that Genetic Algorithms may give comparable
results to nonlinear classifiers, provided that they are also employed for feature selection.
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Introduction
The performance of insulators is a matter of great concern for system operation, since a single
insulator failure can result to an excessive outage of the power system, especially when the insulator is
located in a HV station or substation. Outdoor insulators are greatly affected by local operation
conditions, with pollution being probably the most significant factor [1-3]. Several standardized tests
are employed in order to investigate insulators’ performance in the lab, e.g. [4-6]. However, since
insulators’ performance is strongly correlated to environmental conditions, field testing is also
employed with a guide for the establishment of high voltage insulator test stations being recently
published [7].
Leakage current measurement is commonly employed as a tool to monitor and investigate the
performance of HV insulators both in lab and field monitoring [8]. The basics stages of activity have
been correlated with certain waveform shapes during lab tests [9-11] and an excessive investigation of
field monitoring recently showed that the same shapes should be expected in the field [12-13],
provided that field related noise has been removed [14-15]. Several techniques have been applied on
leakage current waveforms in order to extract and record information regarding surface activity. In the
field, the most commonly extracted values are the peak value, the charge and the number of pulses
exceeding pre-defined thresholds, whereas the harmonic content is commonly investigated in lab
measurements [8]. However, it is commonly accepted that it is the shape of the leakage current
waveform that corresponds to surface activity, and a fully representative value of the waveforms’
shape is yet to be defined.
Recently, a new approach has been proposed for the classification of leakage current waveforms
[12, 16]. According to this approach, twenty different features are extracted from the leakage current
waveform to create a pattern. The features used, equally represent the time and the frequency domain
(ten features from each domain) and are commonly used features [8, 12, 16]. Then, classification
techniques were used to classify each waveform in two different classes depending on the duration of
discharges. At first a linear classification was attempted employing an Euclidian classifier and a
simple Genetic Algorithms (GAs) approach, and results were not that encouraging [16]. This was
attributed to the most probably non-linearity of the problem and the absence of an effective feature
selection scheme. Then, non-linear classification techniques were employed, including three different
classification algorithms (knn, Naïve Bayes, SVMs) and two feature extraction techniques (student’s ttest and mRMR) [12]. The classification algorithms were employed on five feature sets (time domain
features, frequency domain features, time and frequency domain features, student’s t-test selected
features and mRMR selected features). Results showed the superior performance of SVMs and of the
feature set provided by the mRMR algorithm. Results also indicated that feature selection is rather
significant for the success of the classification. However, feature selection was not employed when the
GAs were used [16]. Therefore, in this paper, a linear classification methodology based on GAs is
developed which incorporates a feature subset optimization procedure. New results are provided for
the same set of waveforms for consideration and comparison. Experimental results suggested that even
linear classifiers when combined with feature selection schemes can provide effective classification of
the examined waveforms.
Set-up and Measurement Sites
The work presented in this paper is part of a large project of the Greek Public Power Corporation,
the Technical Educational Institute of Crete and the University of Patras for the investigation of the
performance of high voltage insulators. The final step of the project is the construction and operation
of TALOS High Voltage Test Station in Iraklion, Crete [17-19]. The Cretan Transmission Network is
exposed to intense marine pollution and several techniques have been employed by the Greek Public
Power Corporation to cope with the problem [20-22]
Eighteen different 150 kV post insulators (porcelain, RTV SIR coated and composite) have been
monitored than more than six years. The insulators were part of the grid, installed at 150 kV
Substations. A collection ring was installed at the bottom side of each monitored insulator and the
current was driven through a Hall current sensor in order to acquire the measurement. The acquired
data was then transmitted to a commercially available Data Acquisition system (DAQ). Detailed
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specifications of the DAQ can be found in [13]. A schematic representation and pictures from the
measuring system are shown in Figure 1.
Sampling was performed continuously and simultaneously for all monitored insulators, at a rate of 2
kHz and resolution of 12bit. Each waveform recorded has a duration of 480 ms. The monitoring
system incorporated the time-window technique [14-15] to record waveforms. The waveform
portraying the highest peak value in the considered time window is recorded. The time-window is user
defined (from 6 hours to 24 hours), with a 24 hours window being mostly employed due to hardware
restrictions.

Figure 1. A schematic representation and pictures of the measuring system showing
Extracted Features and Waveform Data Set
The noise reduction/removal techniques described in [14-15] have been applied in order to remove
noise related waveforms. The SR ratio [12, 15] has also been used in order to remove isolated spikes
and the D3/D5 ratio derived from wavelet analysis has also been used to remove sinusoids waveforms
[12]. The finally considered waveforms have been hand-picked and classified in two different classes,
depending on the duration of discharges. Class C1 includes waveforms that portray discharges that last
four halfcycles or less, whereas class C2 includes waveforms that portray discharges that last five or
more halfcycles. A set of 20 features are employed as a pattern. The features can be seen in Table I.
Features 1-10 derive from the time domain, and features 11-20 from the frequency domain, and have
been chosen in order to evenly represent both domains and also considering the literature [8].
Regarding the time domain features, frequently used values such as the amplitude and charge, along
with commonly used statistical values are employed. The charge is calculated from the waveform
considering the digitization process and the applied sampling rate. Regarding the feature domain
features, it was considered that the content of odd harmonics is commonly correlated to the occurrence
of discharges and the distortion of the waveforms’ shape and therefore several commonly used ratios
of odd harmonics [8] are used. It should be noted that the fundamental frequency is 50Hz and that the
HD ratio is similar to the THD ratio, with the numerator being the sum of the odd harmonics’ content.
Further, wavelet analysis and especially MRA is employed in order to acquire the STD_MRA
VECTOR [12, 15, 24, 25]. The STD_MRA VECTOR contains the standard deviation (STD) of the
details of each level of the wavelet multiresolution analysis (MRA) of the original waveform, with D1
referring to the first decomposition level, D2 to the second level etc [12, 15]. The distortion ratio [8]
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D1  D2  D3  D4
, is also considered. The frequency bands of the STD_MRA
D5
VECTOR’s components are shown in Table II.

given by: DR 

TABLE I – Feature Set
No.

Feature

No.

Feature

1
2
3
4
5

11
12
13
14
15

6

Amplitude
Mean
Median
Variance
Standard Deviation
Median Absolute Deviation

16

Third to First Harmonic Ratio
Fifth to First Harmonic Ratio
Fifth to Third Harmonic Ratio
Total Harmonic Distortion Ratio (THD)
Harmonic Distortion Ratio (HD)
STD_MRA VECTOR Ratio: D1/D5

7
8
9
10

Skewness
Kurtosis
Interquartile Range
Charge

17
18
19
20

STD_MRA VECTOR Ratio: D2/D5
STD_MRA VECTOR Ratio: D3/D5
STD_MRA VECTOR Ratio: D4/D5
Distortion Ratio: DR

TABLE II –Frequency Bands of MRA
Decomposition Level
(A) Approximation (Hz)
1
0~500
2
0~250
3
0~125
4
0~62.5
5
0~31.25
6
0~15.625

(D) Details (Hz)
500~1000
250~500
125~250
62.5~125
31.25~62.5
15.625~31.25

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are general search meta-heuristic algorithms based on the initial creation
of a population of candidate solutions, called chromosomes, and their iterative differentiation using the
operators of evaluation, selection, crossover and mutation until some termination criteria are reached
[26]. GAs have been proved useful and efficient in optimization problems where the search space is
big and complicated or there is not any available mathematical analysis of the problem.
Their function is based on the initial creation of a population of candidate solutions, called
chromosomes, and their iterative differentiation using the operators of evaluation, selection, crossover
and mutation until some termination criteria are reached. Evaluation is responsible for evaluating the
candidate solution using a problem specific fitness function. The various selection operators which
have been proposed in the literature are used to enforce the search process to emphasize in the most
promising areas of the search space. Crossover and mutation operators are used to produce new,
probably better, solutions using the population of the candidate solutions. The crossover operator is
responsible for the recombination of existing solutions in the population whereas the mutation
operator is responsible for the random differentiation of existing solutions. The probabilities, under
which the mutation operator is applied, control the search behavior of the produced algorithm. For
example, high mutation probability may degenerate the algorithm to a random search whereas a very
small mutation rate may lead the algorithm in getting trapped in local optima.
The ability to define a different fitness function for each problem, and the flexibility of GAs to
function deploying various representations of candidate solutions have enabled their extensive use in a
variety of problems. In the present paper, we applied GAs for classifying waveforms in two categories
and on parallel for detecting the optimal feature subset which should be used as input for the final
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classifiers. Specifically, the chromosome (Figure 2) of the proposed GA consist of 20 genes to
represent the first classification center, 20 genes to represent the second classification center and 20
genes to determine which features should be used as inputs for the classifier. The feature selection
genes take values in the interval [0,1] and force the classifier to use a specific feature as input if each
value is higher than 0.5. Our approach attempts to classify the two classes of waveforms linearly using
a set of 20 features as candidate inputs. In order to achieve this linear classification, the two centers of
the two classes should be determined. The positions of these two centers are the first 40 genes of each
chromosome of the GA. After the estimation of these centers and the optimization of the feature subset
are achieved, each waveform is classified in the class for which it has the minimum Euclidean distance
from its centre. Our problem thus, is formulated as finding the optimal centers of each class and the
optimal feature subset which should be used as input.

Figure 2. GA’s chromosome structure
A simple GA is employed to solve this optimization problem [27]. The data set gets normalized and
one thousand generations are employed with a crossover probability of 90%. The crossover operator
which was used is the two points crossover operator, depicted in Figure 3. This operator is considered
superior to the one point crossover operator as it exchanges fewer genes from each parent and thus the
probability of being destructive on the performance of the chromosomes is smaller. As for the
mutation operator, the Gaussian mutation operator is applied because of the GA’s genes being decimal
variables. This operator adds in each gene which is selected for mutation a value taken from the
Gaussian Distribution with center equal to zero and variance equal to 0.1.

Figure 3. Two points crossover operator
The fitness function which was used to measure the performance of each individual is the one
described in equation 1:
Fitness = Accuracy + Geometric Mean

(1)

where the Accuracy term is the classification accuracy which is derived when the centers and the
feature subset of each candidate solutions are used. Geometric Mean is equal to the square root of the
product of the sensitivity and the specificity of the derived classifiers. This term is used to force our
classifier towards balanced classification solutions which perform equally well for both classes.
To optimize the initial population which should be used in the proposed GA we experimented using
various values and their results are shown in Table III (mutation probability of 90% was applied).
Then, for the initial population showing the best results, different mutation probabilities are employed
as shown in Table IV. Fifty present of the data was used as a training set and fifty present as a test set.
The mean value of the results of five runs is presented in each table. The results provided in Table III
and Table IV show the performances of the proposed GA approach in the test set.
From the tables it is observed that the best mean accuracy which was achieved was for Population
Size equal to 100 and Mutation Probability equal to 10%. The best iteration of the algorithm returned a
linear classifier with accuracy 88.48% and a feature subset of eleven features. The eleven features
which were selected are: {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 18, 19}.
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Table III: Experimental results for various population sizes
execution
no.
population=20
population=60
population=100
1
86.39%
86.91%
88.48%
2
82.20%
85.34%
86.91%
3
87.96%
85.86%
85.86%
4
82.72%
85.86%
84.82%
5
86.91%
84.82%
86.91%
Mean
85.24%
85.76%
86.60%

population=140
84.29%
86.39%
82.72%
85.86%
88.48%
85.55%

Table IV. Experimental results for various mutation rates
execution
no.
mutation_rate=10% mutation_rate=5% mutation_rate=20%
1
88.48%
86.91%
87.43%
2
86.91%
86.39%
82.72%
3
85.86%
83.77%
84.29%
4
84.82%
85.86%
86.39%
5
86.91%
88.48%
82.20%
Mean
86.60%
86.28%
84.61%
Discussion
The best accuracy achieved using GAs in a single run was 88.48% whereas the best mean was
86.6%. All accuracy percentages in every run were over 82% and usually around 85%. This is a
significant increase compared to the previously GA classification, which had a maximum accuracy
percentage of 56.12% [16]. Further, this means that the GA approach employed in this paper provided
results comparable to the non linear classifiers employed in [12] as shown in Table V. Further, the
number of features selected using the GAs is similar to the number of features selected using the
mRMR algorithm (11 to 10), and the GA classification using this set provides similar results with the
non-linear classifiers (that ranged from 85.74% to 90.21% for the mRMR feature set).
Table V. Previous results from nonlinear classifiers [12]
t-test

TD

FD

All

{1~10}

{11~20}

{1~20}

knn

82.13%

86.77%

85.22%

83.85%

85.74%

Naïve Bayes

69.41%

77.66%

73.02%

73.88%

86.43%

SVMs

82.48%

88.49%

87.80%

87.80%

90.21%

Features

mRMR

{1, 3~11,
{3, 5, 7, 8, 11,
13~17, 19~20} 13, 15, 16, 18,
19}

Conclusion
Leakage current monitoring is commonly employed as a tool for the investigation of the
performance of High Voltage insulators. Several techniques have been applied on raw waveform
measurements in order to extract and record information regarding surface activity. However, it is the
shape of the leakage current waveform that portrays an exact image of the experienced activity. A
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recent approach to cope with this problem is to classify waveforms based on the duration of
discharges. For the classification, a 20 feature pattern is extracted from each waveform. The features
used, equally represent the time and the frequency domain Then, different feature selection and
classification algorithms may be used to perform the classification. In this paper, Genetic Algorithms
are employed to perform both feature selection and classification. Results are compared to other
feature selection and classification techniques that were applied to the same data set and also to an
earlier GA classification with no feature selection. Results show that the GA approach, even though a
linear one, may give comparable results to previously used nonlinear classifiers, provided that GA
feature selection is also employed.
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